The Area Scouts Promise to Parents/Athletes
Parents/Athletes: Area Scouts brings together the best of the essential development components on
one platform, for players of any age and skill level.
1. Health: Area Scouts operates under Medical supervision. Our Director of Sports Medicine
possesses the ability to predict injury risk and prescribes corrective movement exercises to
athletes on the platform. Our unique process makes training to stay healthy the number one
priority, which leads to enhanced performance and allows athletes to reach their full potential.
2. Evaluation: Parents/Athletes will be educated by a current MLB Professional Scout on what
professional scouts, recruiters, and coaches are looking for in a player, on and off the field. Our
professional scouting reports, which vary based on age, will point out the strengths and
weaknesses for each player, while giving them a clear objective on how he/she can continuously
improve, and ultimately reach the next level.
3. Tracking: How does an athlete know if their development is improving their abilities, without
tracking their progress along the way? Area Scouts will track/record all of the important
evaluation scores, movement exam scores, statistics, and metrics used to assess athletes, while
providing guidance and education to constantly be raising the bar. A complete Athlete Resume!
Area Scouts is unique in many ways, including the relationships that our networks build with every
player on the platform. The network was built to work as one close team, that puts all of our kids first.
We are curious how much this would be worth to your family? To have access to an ALL-IN-ONE
platform, which provides guidance, resources, and the ultimate Athlete Resume to accompany the
exposure that our platform provides to our athletes.
The average “Development” program throughout the country charges in upwards of $3,500 for a
summer ONLY, with most still not providing a fraction of what is offered by Area Scouts.
Our cost to you?
$20 Per Month! Plus, a ONE-TIME fee of $97, which covers all three parts of the Initial Evaluation.
In this, you receive a true Professional Evaluation / Scouting Report / Movement Exam / Risk
Assessment, and Metrics Testing & Entry, which is all recorded/ranked in the Athlete Profile/Resume.
In comparison, where many charge over $3,500 for just ONE SUMMER…..
You can be a part of the Area Scouts Network for FIVE (5) YEARS, and still pay less than $1,300, while
having the peace of mind that you are in the hands of MLB Professionals, Medical Professionals, and
Trained Experts who have one goal in mind….. Keeping Athletes Healthy, and Reaching the Next Level!
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